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About This Game

simian.interface++ is the long awaited update to simian.interface, an abstract puzzle experience for simian participants of all
ages and abilities. There are no explicit rules, no instructions, and very simple controls.

Inspired by tabletop puzzles, modern art, and cognitive psychology experiments, simian.interface++ presents challenges that
must be solved using pattern recognition, intuition, and experimentation.

features:
- an incredible soundtrack composed by chiptune artist Note! (@n0te_ on twitter)

- the original simian.interface, now playable in full screen!
- the new 'infinite_loop' mode, with procedurally generated levels, and randomized music and story content!

- infinite replay value!
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simian.interface walkthrough. simian interface secret

What do I say.

I love the earn to die series. But with this, you are better off playing it in your browser. The money collection speed is
absolutely\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 You have to play through a level 50 times before having enough for the last
armor upgrade. You don't even get a bonus for collecting all money crates in a section. WHAT USE ARE THEM THEN?

No options. Can't turn the music or sound down, just on or off. Can't turn off checkpoints.

And the elephant: YOU CAN'T USE PREVIOUS CARS WHEN YOU UNLOCK A NEW ONE. WHAT THE
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 WERE THEY SMOKING?

If you make a Earn to die 2 Deluxe, here are my suggestions:
x2 Money mode, where there are no money crates and upgrades cost slightly more.
More Options.
Using any car on any stage.
Names for the cars. (I.E: level 2 car can be the "Lead Sled."
Bonus for collecting all cash crates.
More music.
Option to repair cars.
. It often gets stuck att 100% and you can only click cancel and you have to try again. Sooner or later it deletes some or all of
game and you'll have to reinstall.

If you use SSD or M.2 it's not really needed.. repetitive/20. Good game when U have friends, but if U are alone it is boring. This
is a hidden object/point and click adventure game among many others. Despite being released in 2011, there's no widescreen
option, you can choose between stretched or pillarboxed, neither of which was "ok" in 2011, let alone 2019.

Not worth $8.50 for a game that doesn't even take modern PCs into account despite being released when widescreen was the
standard.. good game for its time. Feels unfinished. I don't recommend Death's Hangover. It looked nice, it had good reviews
and it was cheap so I bought it. It looks like a game from from the early to mid nineties and plays one. You've played one
Arkanoid clone, you've played them all. This one isn't much of an exception. The ball "physics" are the same. I was hoping
something a bit more modern and realistic, but the ball behaves as obnoxiously as in the older games. The power-ups aren't
anything new either. It's mostly the same stuff I've seen in much older game. Death's Hangover does not re-invent or revitalize
this genre. It's just more of the same.

The most unique thing about this game is the story/humour, which is dumb and vulgar. I guess it's trying to be ironically bad or
silly, but it's just bad.

The worst thing about this Death's Hangover is that the two qualities you need to be succesful is good reflexes and luck. When
the ball behaves unexpectedly you have to react to it. At least there is a slow time function which is decent, and something new,
but it's still not enough. The luck bit is the most annoying one. Certain levels have undestructible blocks that alternate between
being open and closed. You have to be able get the ball through them at the right time, which is all about timing, and no you
cannot really direct the ball the way you want. You can try to sort of direct it, but not well enough. Another luck based element
is the power-ups. Some levels are really easy with the right power-up, but without it's all about luck. And whether or not you get
the power-up is all about luck. I managed to beat one boss in a few seconds because I was able to shoot it in the face without
having to rely on the unreliable ball. I don't even know how the boss would have reacted if I had to beat it fair and square.

Anyway, I don't recommend this game. I was hoping to see something new. But if you've always been a fan of
Arkanoid/Breakout clones (Batty on C64 is the one I played as a kid), you might like it. For me it just reminded me that I've
never been a fan of these games. At least it's very cheap so you won't waste much money if you don't like.
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The game is very nice, I like this kind of graphics, I would like to have multiplayer feature in the next version. I like the idea of
up and down worlds very much, waiting for the next version.. Sick game , would be nice if there were some more cars (maybe
some initial d cars ) also multiplayer would be nice. Fantastic game! Had a quick go on it and ended up playing for two hours.
Didn't realise it doesnt use vive controllers but uses keyboard+mouse or gamepad instead. Not a problem though. My fault for
not reading about controls. Easy to assume all vive games use the controllers. Anyway, Gorgeous visuals, great music (not
enough of it) and fun play. Certainly a game to get lost in... even if it did take a while to suss out what the heck I was meant to
do. Recommended!. I'm gonna make up my own story here because so far the game doesn't actually seem to have one: You are a
little devil and you are trying to escape from hell. You have unlimited lives, but the penalty for death is that you are still stuck
down here in hell. I have no idea if there is any kind of ending; I'm not even close to making progress towards it. I'm about 8
levels in and ready to cry.

Sooo.... as for a review:

Look very closely at the screenshots and videos for the game on the store page. If you don't like what you see, don't buy the
game; because what you see is what you get.

At it's core Run the Gamut is a simple old school platformer that reminds me of nostalgic pixel platformers from the 80's and
early 90's but with cell shading and shinier colors.

Beyond that, Run the Gamut is hardcore. The difficulty is relentless and it doesn't let up.

Each level is a screen wide puzzle that you must jump through to reach the exit. All while avoiding fire and spikes. The controls
are unforgiving, the deaths come fast and furious and if you can't maintain your calm you will just die even faster on the next
attempt.

This is a game intentionally designed to test your patience as much as your gaming skills. The puzzles start out appearing
deceptively easy but that doesn't last long and the slightest mistake is instant death. Oh, and you're on a timer so don't stand
there thinking about your next jump: move or die because you probably have about 7 seconds to live.

And just to spice things up, there's random events like Earthquakes to make hard levels randomly harder, because this game
only exists to drive you nuts. I only played for a few minutes before I needed a break.

Functionally the music is good, the sound effects are passable and the controls can be configured\/keymapped. (its keyboard or
gamepad ~ no mouse needed for gameplay, only for menu selections)

Controls are not complex: left, right, jump, run, slide

There's not much else to say. It's a pretty simple game concept. You're a little devil, better run for that door or die.

But the bottom line is, it's fun. Assuming you like old school platformers and crazy hard difficulty levels.. In 2016, games are
sold on steam that only run @ 800 x 600 (even though the original release supported 1600 x 1200) and with horrible
performance issues on modern machines (i7 4790 and GTX 970 here). If I have to jump through hoops and install multiple third
party mods to eke out even the basic functionality the original release offered, you dont deserve my money. Refund requested..
It's pretty short but it has similar feel to "Long Live The Queen", however this game is much more forgiving. You raise your
characters stats by picking various tasks to do and choosing from choices in various situations. The game is short and only lasts a
few minutes but to see how your life after the Yawhg and do you save/recover the land after the Yawhg makes each playthough
exciting. Sometimes the things you do can haunt you or hurt your characters that might not have been connected at all. Doing
the little things can have a huge impact positive and negatively.. To summerize, if you are someone who goes for something with
content and thought then try this out; it's for literally 50 cents when it's on sale.

-

This game's graphics are higher than the screenshots posted, so don't be fooled. This version is made for normal desktop
resolution so I don't know why any kid would complain. The design is pretty good for a 2D design, and the effort put in the
details in the art were meticulously done and not just randomly copied. Everything to me seems like it has its own cham, the
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victory screen is cute and pleasant, while the prompt when you lose is unpleasant: as to be desired since this is a game for
anyone to play and is meant to be symbolic, hence its accessibility to all ages is a plus.

-

The music and sound effects are quite immersive and deliver more than what one would expect, perhaps those who complain
expected a 40 minute musical score composed of at least 12 different tracks. The menu music is different from the ingame
music, and it changes when any player gets 5 of their units through to the next realm. There was clearly a lot of attention to
detail, despite its humble appearance.

-

The game is quite complex, one cannot help but think of the symbolism and meanings behind the different phases and moves in
the game and perhaps how different classes and societies would have related to and interpreted it, be it soldiers, farmers,
mercenaries, priests or pharaohs. And also who would be playing with them and where, it is therefore crucial to be able to play
this game versus a well designed AI and that is what the developer provided. Decent AI is not something to take for granted.

The rules chosen for this version are also well chosen, and therefore quite intuitive once the rules are understood, just playing
half a single round is more than enough to start playing (The rules are also well written, with only a single spelling mistake, it is
otherwise very clear).

There are clearly several different strategies of how one would try to defeat their opponent, regarding how one chooses to move
their pieces based on their varying die rolls.

The game is divided into primarily two phases, with a nuanced transitional phase between the first to the second (again I remind
you of the symbolism). The first phase is where one tries to get past one's opponent and not falling behind, while the second
phase is to get past the obstacles to the next realm. It is due to the meticulous choice in design for the second phase that this
game really stands out as a board game.

----------------

And a message to the developer if they are reading: I wish the developer would make more games and maybe even an updated
version of this game with online multiplayer, as it currently only has hotseat multiplayer. And a second point. the ability to
switch off the numerical explanation of the dice roll would also be nice. Those were probably the only two unpleasant surprises
for me when it came to this game.
And any audio bugs that occured were easily fixed.. Pretty dope game, kind of repetitive gameplay though I felt bored after the
2nd level. Maybe implement some bosses at the end of each level? Standing in the same spot throughout the game kind of
sucked cause I have a big play space and love to utilize it and I just wasn't really feeling this game standing in the same spot.
(Maybe put some barriers, etc in the game?)

I definitely love the concept but I still think it needs more work. I'll be keeping the game in hopes that the dev's keep updating it
:)
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